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Cholesterol plays an important role in determining the biophysical properties of membranes in 

mammalian cells, and the concentration of cholesterol in membranes is tightly regulated. 

Cholesterol moves among membrane organelles by a combination of vesicular and nonvesicular 

transport pathways, but the details of these transport pathways are not well understood. In this 

review, we discuss the mechanisms for nonvesicular sterol transport with an emphasis on the role 

of STARD4, a small, soluble, cytoplasmic sterol transport protein. STARD4 can rapidly 

equilibrate sterol between membranes, especially membranes with anionic lipid headgroups. We 

also discuss the sterol transport in late endosomes and lysosomes, which is mediated by a soluble 

protein, NPC2, and a membrane protein NPC1. Homozygous mutations in these proteins lead to 

a lysosomal lipid storage disorder, Niemann9Pick disease type C. Many of the disease causing 

mutations in NPC1 are associated with degradation of the mutant NPC1 proteins in the 

endoplasmic reticulum. Several histone deacetylase inhibitors have been found to rescue the 

premature degradation of the mutant NPC1 proteins, and one of these is now in a small clinical 

trial.  
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 There are two main sources of cholesterol in most nucleated mammalian cells. As 

illustrated in Figure 1, low density lipoproteins (LDL) bind to LDL9receptors (LDL9R) and are 

internalized by clathrin mediated endocytosis into early/sorting endosomes (SE), where LDL 

dissociates from the LDL9R due to the acidic pH (Brown et al. 1983; Yamashiro and Maxfield 

1984). The LDL9R are recycled back to the plasma membrane (PM), while the LDL is delivered 

to late endosomes (LE) by maturation of the SE (Dunn and Maxfield 1992; Ghosh et al. 1994). 

The core of the LDL, which is ~90995 mol% cholesteryl ester (CE), is delivered to LE/Ly and 

hydrolyzed to free cholesterol by lysosomal acid lipase (LAL) (Brown et al. 1975; Van Berkel et 

al. 1975).  A sterol transport protein, NPC2 (Friedland et al. 2003), transports newly generated 

free cholesterol to the N9terminal domain (NTD) of the NPC1 protein residing in limiting 

membrane of lysosomes (Infante et al. 2008). NPC1 is 1278 amino acid cysteine rich 

glycoprotein, with 13 transmembrane domains, five of which are sterol sensing domains (SSD) 

(Kwon et al. 2009; Scott and Ioannou 2004).  Cholesterol delivered to NTD of NPC1 is then 

effluxed out of the LE/Ly by a mechanism that is not well understood but may involve delivery 

to the limiting membrane of the organelle followed by transport to other organelles. Cholesterol 

is also synthesized in most nucleated mammalian cells by a multistep process that takes place 

mainly in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER).  

 The ER is also the main organelle for sensing and regulating cellular cholesterol levels 

(Brown and Goldstein 1997; Goldstein and Brown 2001; Radhakrishnan et al. 2008). The 

transcriptional regulator, sterol response element binding protein (SREBP2), is synthesized as a 

transmembrane protein that is held in the ER in complex with a chaperone protein, SCAP, which 

binds to an ER resident protein, INSIG. When cellular cholesterol levels are decreased, SCAP 
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and SREBP2 dissociate from INSIG and move to the Golgi apparatus in transport vesicles. 

SREBP2 is cleaved in the Golgi by two proteolytic steps that release the mature, soluble 

transcription factor that translocates to the nucleus to initiate transcription of genes involved in 

cholesterol synthesis and uptake (Brown and Goldstein 1997; Radhakrishnan et al. 2008). In a 

separate regulatory process, the ER resident enzyme acyl coenzyme A: cholesteryl acyl 

transferase (ACAT) converts free cholesterol to CE and stores it in lipid droplets (Chang et al. 

1997). ACAT provides a rapid high capacity mechanism for dealing with cholesterol excess, 

while the SREBP2 mechanism maintains overall cholesterol homeostasis.   

 In order for cholesterol levels sensed in the ER to reflect the cholesterol distribution in 

other organelles, such as the plasma membrane, there must exist mechanisms for rapid 

redistribution of cholesterol among these organelles. There is relatively little direct vesicular 

transport of lipids from late endosomes or the plasma membrane to the ER, which suggests the 

potential importance of non9vesicular transport mechanisms. Despite the known importance of 

cholesterol homeostasis, there are fundamental gaps in our understanding of how cholesterol 

moves among organelles. 

 As diagramed in Figure 2, significant differences in cholesterol concentration are 

maintained among organelles. In the plasma membrane of mammalian cells, cholesterol is ~ 35 

mol% of the lipids (Ikonen 2008). Cholesterol can flip rapidly (Lange et al. 1981; Steck et al. 

2002) between the leaflets of the bilayer, and it is enriched in the cytoplasmic leaflet (Mondal et 

al. 2009; Schroeder et al. 1991). In contrast, cholesterol accounts for only 5 mol% of total lipids 

in the ER (Radhakrishnan et al. 2008). From electron microscopy of filipin9labeled cells 

(Blanchette9Mackie and Pentchev 1998), it has been suggested that the concentration of 

cholesterol increases from the ���9Golgi to the �����9Golgi. In the endocytic pathway cholesterol 
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is highly enriched in the endocytic recycling compartment (ERC) (Hao et al. 2002). In part, this 

unequal distribution of cholesterol among cellular membrane compartments can be attributed to 

the differences in the cholesterol9lipid interactions resulting from the differences in the organelle 

lipid composition (Iaea and Maxfield 2015; Lange and Steck 2008; Mesmin and Maxfield 2009). 

The plasma membrane is relatively enriched in lipids that can stabilize cholesterol in the bilayer, 

while the ER is enriched in unsaturated lipids that provide weak stabilization of cholesterol. 

Because of these differences in cholesterol stabilization, these membranes can have unequal 

cholesterol concentrations even if sterol transporters bring them close to chemical equilibrium 

with one another.   

 We have studied two aspects of intracellular sterol transport in mammalian cells. In one 

set of studies, we have used a naturally occurring fluorescent sterol, dehydroergosterol (DHE) to 

track the movement of sterol in cells. DHE is a reasonably good analog of cholesterol in many of 

its biophysical properties and is a substrate for enzymes such as ACAT or LAL (Pipalia et al. 

2007; Wustner et al. 2005). As discussed below, these studies have led to an appreciation of the 

importance of a soluble cytoplasmic sterol transport protein, STARD4, in intracellular 

cholesterol transport. In the second set of studies we have examined the defects in the NPC1 

protein that lead to the recessive hereditary disorder Niemann Pick disease type C (NPC). These 

studies have led to an understanding of the role of ER9associated protein degradation (ERAD) in 

the loss of mutated NPC1 protein, and they have led to a potential therapeutic approach in which 

histone deacetylase inhibitors reduce ERAD of the NPC1 protein and allow functional mutants 

of the NPC1 protein to be delivered to the LE/Ly (Pipalia et.al, 2011; Pragasstis et.al. 2015). 
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 Cholesterol can move among organelles by vesicular and non9vesicular transport 

mechanisms (Iaea and Maxfield 2015; Maxfield and Menon 2006; Maxfield and Wustner 2002). 

There is substantial evidence for high rates of non9vesicular sterol transport in cells (Liscum and 

Faust 1989; Maxfield and Mondal 2006). Since cholesterol is very poorly soluble in water and 

has a high energy barrier for desorption from membranes (Maxfield and Menon 2006), non9

vesicular transport requires binding to carrier proteins. Newly synthesized sterols are transported 

from the ER to the plasma membrane when vesicular trafficking is inhibited by either genetic or 

pharmacological intervention (Urbani and Simoni 1990). Furthermore, dehydroergosterol 

(DHE), a naturally fluorescent sterol, equilibrates between the plasma membrane and the ERC 

within minutes, and this transport is not drastically altered under ATP9depleted conditions that 

block vesicle transport (Hao et al. 2002; Mesmin et al. 2011). This suggests that the majority of 

cholesterol transport is mediated by non9vesicular, carrier9mediated transport mechanisms. 

There are several protein families that are classified as lipid transfer proteins, which have been 

shown to be capable of transferring lipids between membranes (Beh et al. 2012; Prinz 2007; 

Soccio and Breslow 2003). Lipid transfer proteins can interact directly with organelles to extract 

lipid and then diffuse in complex with the lipid to deliver it to acceptor membranes (Iaea et al. 

2015). Lipid transfer proteins can significantly increase the rates of lipid transfer between 

liposomes ���	���
�(Iaea et al. 2015; Lusa et al. 2003; Mesmin et al. 2011). In the case of 

membrane contact sites (Levine 2004), where two organelles are held together in close 

proximity, the distance that the lipid9protein complex must travel is reduced, facilitating rapid 

exchange of sterol (de Saint9Jean et al. 2011; Mesmin et al. 2013) or other lipids (Chung et al. 

2015; Moser von Filseck et al. 2015) between the membranes. 
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 One gene family of lipid transfer proteins that have been implicated in such trafficking is 

the steroidogenic acute regulatory protein (StAR)9related lipid9transfer (START) domain family 

(Clark 2012). There are 15 members of the mammalian START family (Alpy and Tomasetto 

2005) that can be classified into six subfamilies based on ligand specificity and domain 

architecture (Clark 2012). Among the cholesterol specific and soluble START proteins, 

STARD4 has been shown to increase the extent of cholesteryl ester accumulation in lipid 

droplets in an ACAT9dependent manner (Garbarino et al. 2012; Rodriguez9Agudo et al. 2011), 

and its expression is controlled at the transcriptional level by sterols (Soccio et al. 

2002). STARD4 has been implicated as an important sterol transport protein involved in 

maintaining cholesterol homeostasis (Garbarino et al. 2012; Iaea et al. 2014; Mesmin et al. 

2011). However, the mechanisms by which soluble lipid transfer proteins, including STARD4, 

efficiently target to specific membranes to solubilize and extract or deliver sterol remain unclear. 

 

����������	�
�������������������  

 STARD4 is composed of a single START domain that lacks a subcellular localization 

motif. As a result, STARD4 is distributed throughout the cytosol (Iaea et al. 2014) but transiently 

interacts with organelles such as the ER (Rodriguez9Agudo et al. 2011) and ERC (Mesmin et al. 

2011). However, the exact mechanism underlying STARD4 recruitment to membranes is only 

partially understood (Iaea et al. 2015; Mesmin et al. 2011).  

 Structurally, STARD4 has a surface patch of basic residues and a non9polar Ω1 loop that 

are separated by the C9terminal α9helix (Iaea et al. 2015; Romanowski et al. 2002) (Figure 3). 

The basic patch of STARD4 interacts with anionic lipids, such as phosphatidylserine (PS). 

Mutational studies in which lysines in the basic patch were replaced with alanine resulted in 

attenuated sterol transfer activity (Iaea et al. 2015; Mesmin et al. 2011). This attenuated activity 
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is presumably due to perturbed electrostatic interactions between STARD4 and anionic lipid 

head groups that are required for optimal orientation to the membrane for docking (Iaea et al. 

2015).  

 Following recruitment of STARD4 to anionic membranes, it was suggested from 

molecular dynamics studies that movement of the non9polar Ω1 loop would be sufficient to allow 

sterol absorption and release (Murcia et al. 2006). Introduction of a negative charge into the apex 

of the Ω1 loop resulted in 1009fold reduction in sterol transfer activity (Iaea et al. 2015). 

However, this reduction in sterol transfer activity was not the result of charge9charge repulsion 

but rather a stabilization of the entire protein as well as attenuated membrane interaction and 

activity (Iaea et al. 2015). Additionally, it was found that the C9terminal α9helix, and not the Ω1 

loop, inserts into the bilayer.  

 From the current data (Iaea et al. 2015; Kudo et al. 2010; Mesmin et al. 2011; Murcia et 

al. 2006; Roostaee et al. 2009) it can be envisioned that conformational changes of the Ω1 loop 

and C9terminal α9helix stabilized by interaction with the bilayer would allow enough space and 

time for the sterol or lipid to diffuse, polar component first, into the ligand binding pocket. 

Following ligand binding, the protein can disengage from the membrane to transfer the sterol or 

lipid to another cellular organelle. STARD4 sterol transport activity requires a surface basic 

patch as well as movement of the Ω1 loop along with rearrangement and insertion of the C9

terminal α9helix into the membrane (Iaea et al. 2015).  

 We have limited quantitative information regarding how lipid transfer proteins facilitate 

sterol transport. In vitro, STARD4 sterol transfer activity is dependent on interaction with 

anionic lipids such as PS (Iaea et al. 2015; Mesmin et al. 2011; Romanowski et al. 2002). Since 

PS is abundant in several membrane organelles (Kay and Grinstein 2013; van Meer 2005; van 
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Meer et al. 2008), this may facilitate STARD4 recruitment to various organelles. However, it is 

possible that STARD4 also interacts with other anionic lipids such as phosphatidylinositol 

phosphates (PIPs), which are heterogeneously enriched on cellular organelles (Hammond and 

Balla 2015; Maxfield and Hao 2013) (Figure 2). Specific PIPs have been shown to modulate the 

activity of two sterol transport proteins, Osh4p (de Saint9Jean et al. 2011) and Oxysterol Binding 

Protein (OSBP) (Mesmin et al. 2013). For both of these lipid transfer proteins, it was found that 

they exchanged sterol in the ER for phosphatidylinositol949phosphate (PI4P) in the Golgi, 

generating a gradient to enrich sterol at the expense of PI4P (Holthuis and Menon 2014; Levine 

and Menon 2013). In this way, the enrichment of PI4P on the Golgi drives the vectorial transport 

of sterol from the ER to the Golgi. This mechanism of vectorial transport of lipid by exchanging 

with PI4P is not unique for sterol and has been recently described for PS transfer mediated by 

ORP5/8 (Chung et al. 2015) and Osh6/7 (Moser von Filseck et al. 2015). It remains unknown if 

the activity of other soluble sterol transport proteins, including STARD4, is tied to distribution of 

PIPs or other anionic lipids in cells. 

 Cholesterol is distributed throughout organelles and the membrane bilayer. It has a rapid 

lateral and transverse mobility and has dramatic effects on the organization of its surrounding 

membrane lipids and proteins (Pani et al. 2008). There is increasing evidence that the majority of 

sterol trafficking is carried out by non9vesicular mechanisms. The presence of numerous sterol 

transport proteins demonstrates that cells can rapidly redistribute sterol among organelles and 

respond to alterations in cholesterol levels to maintain cellular lipid homeostasis. An important 

question for the next few years is to elucidate the trafficking kinetics of sterols into and out of 

organelles and how these transport steps are integrated into the overall cellular homeostasis.  
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 Niemann Pick disease type C (NPC) is a rare autosomal recessive disease that is 

associated with abnormal accumulation of unesterified cholesterol, glycosphingolipids, and other 

lipids in late endosome and lysosomes (LE/Ly) of many cell types. In NPC patients LDL9derived 

cholesterol fails to exit LE/Ly due to mutation in the ��� or ��� genes, and this causes lipids 

to accumulate in lysosome like storage organelles (LSO). 95% of all NPC disease is due to 

mutations in the ��� gene (Ory 2000). The major pathology associated with NPC disease is in 

the central nervous system, but abnormal lipid accumulation occurs in peripheral organs, leading 

to pathology in these tissues as well.  The incidence had been estimated to be between 1:120,000 

and 1:150,000 live births (Vanier 2010), but recent large scale sequencing data suggest that it 

may be about three times more prevalent than the previous estimates (Bauer et al. 2013; Wassif 

et al. 2015). More than 200 different polymorphisms in patients are reported (Fernandez9Valero 

et al. 2005; Jahnova et al. 2014; Park et al. 2003; Pina9Aguilar et al. 2014; Runz et al. 2008), 

with the most prevalent mutation, I1061T, accounting for about 15% of mutant alleles (Rauniyar 

et al. 2015; Yamamoto et al. 1999).  

 

� �������������������������

 Currently there is no therapy available for NPC1 disease.  One drug approved in the 

European Union (but not the USA) for the treatment of NPC disease is Zavesca (Miglustat), 

which inhibits glycosphingolipid synthesis (Patterson et al. 2007).  Glycolipids are among the 

lipids that accumulate in LSOs as a consequence of the elevated cholesterol levels, and reducing 

their abundance might reduce the effects of lipid storage. Zavesca treatment has been shown to 

slow the disease progression (Alobaidy 2015; Di Rocco et al. 2012; Skorpen et al. 2012).   
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Two types of therapies for NPC disease are currently in small clinical trials. Hydroxypropyl9β9

cyclodextrin (HPBCD) is a cyclic sugar molecule with a hydrophobic core that can solubilize 

cholesterol. As discussed below, HPBCD can bypass the need for NPC1 and NPC2 in LE/Ly 

(Abi9Mosleh et al. 2009; Rosenbaum et al. 2010). Another potential therapy was found in a large 

scale screen for small molecules that would reduce the mutant phenotype in NPC1 mutant 

fibroblasts. Among the effective molecules, histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi) were shown 

to reduce the accumulation of cholesterol and other lipids found in patient fibroblasts harboring 

the NPC1
I1061T

 and other mutations (Pipalia et al. 2011). Some HDACi have been approved by 

the FDA as cancer therapeutics, and their potential for treatment of NPC1 disease has been 

reviewed (Helquist et al. 2013).  

 Cyclodextrins are frequently used as water soluble carriers for hydrophobic drugs 

(Brewster and Loftsson 2007), and they were used as carriers for steroid hormones as a potential 

treatment for ����
9/9

 mice. In two studies (Davidson et al. 2009; Ramirez et al. 2010) the mice 

treated with HPBCD alone showed delayed neuropathology and extended lifespan compared 

with untreated ����
9/9

 mice. Repeated injections of HPBCD could extend the lifespan of ����
9/9

 

mice from 809120 days to over a year (Ramirez et al. 2010). Cholesterol homeostatic 

mechanisms were restored in the liver of treated mice. The rate of cholesterol synthesis was 

reduced to normal levels; CE levels increased; and mRNA levels of SREBP2 target genes – LDL 

receptor and HMG9CoA reductase were normalized. These changes indicated that HPBCD 

treatment normalized cholesterol distribution in the liver cells (Lopez et al. 2014). Studies in cell 

culture models showed that treatment with 100 MM HPBCD for 293 days could clear the 

accumulated cholesterol from LSOs and restore normal cholesterol homeostasis (Abi9Mosleh et 
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al. 2009; Rosenbaum et al. 2010). These studies also showed that delivery of the cyclodextrins to 

the LE/Ly be nonselective endocytosis was essential for their beneficial effects. 

 HPBCD treatment also dramatically slowed the onset of neurological symptoms in a cat 

model of NPC1 disease (Vite et al. 2015; Ward et al. 2010). In the cat, direct injection of the 

HPBCD into the CNS was required because of poor penetration through the blood brain barrier 

(Pontikis et al. 2013; Tortelli et al. 2014). These studies led to a small clinical trial in humans 

that included delivery to the CNS (Clinical9Trial). This study, which was mainly a safety trial, is 

being expanded into a larger trial to test efficacy (Cyclodextrin9Efficacy9Trial). In addition to 

poor transport across the blood brain barrier, the cyclodextrins are rapidly excreted in the urine, 

and these pharmacokinetic properties present therapeutic challenges. 

 An unbiased small molecule screen conducted on human skin fibroblasts bearing point 

mutations in NPC1 identified several HDACi that could reduce cholesterol accumulation in 

LSOs (Pipalia et al. 2011). The SREBP2 mediated feedback system was restored by HDACi 

treatment. Thus, biosynthesis of cholesterol was normalized, and LDL receptors were down 

regulated 9 stopping the influx of endocytosed cholesterol. The level of the mutant NPC1 protein 

was increased in the treated human fibroblasts with no apparent increase in mRNA (Pipalia et al. 

2011). It had been noted previously that nearly all of the NPC1
I1061T

 mutant protein was 

eliminated by ERAD (Gelsthorpe et al. 2008), and treatments that could overcome ERAD led to 

partial restoration of function. It appears that treatment of some NPC1 mutant cells with HDACi 

can similarly overcome the elimination of the proteins by ERAD. Consistent with this proposed 

mechanism, treatment with HDACi did not correct the cholesterol storage in NPC1
9/9

 cells or in 

cells with an NPC2 truncation mutation (FR Maxfield and NH Pipalia, unpublished). 

 Interestingly, HDACi treatment of Gaucher disease fibroblasts with a folding deficiency 
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in ß9glucosidase led to restoration of the enzyme activity in LE/Ly (Lu et al. 2011). Treatment 

with HDACi also promotes secretion of mutant forms of α19antitrypsin (Bouchecareilh et al. 

2012), suggesting that HDACi treatment might be effective in other disorders of protein folding 

in the ER. The proteostatic effect of Vorinostat, a US FDA9approved HDACi (Vorinostat9FDA9

Approval), has been studied in cystic fibrosis. Vorinostat treatment allowed a misfolded mutant 

(CFTROF508) to avoid ERAD and be delivered to the9plasma membrane (Hutt et al. 2010; 

Sondo et al. 2011). 

 Vorinostat is currently being evaluated in a small safety trial in adult NPC1 patients 

(Vorinostat9NPC19Trail). There are several histone deacetylases in humans, and Vorinostat is a 

broad spectrum HDACi. Based on current evidence, it is likely that inhibitors of HDAC1, 2, or 3 

will be most effective (Helquist et al. 2013), but further work is required to determine the 

optimal specificity. Several pharmaceutical companies are testing more selective HDACi, and it 

is possible that more selective inhibitors will be effective in treating NPC1 disease with fewer 

side effects. Vorinostat also has relatively poor brain penetration, and several HDACi (e.g., CI9

994) (Schroeder et al. 2013) have better brain penetration. There are ongoing efforts to identify 

optimal HDACi for treatment of NPC1 disease. The recent development of a mouse model with 

a knock9in of the NPC1 
I1061T

 mutation (Praggastis et al. 2015) will help in preclinical testing of 

HDACi. The finding that overcoming ERAD can rescue several NPC1 mutations also leads to 

searches for other proteostasis regulators as possible therapies.  
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Figure 1: Schematic of intracellular trafficking. Cholesterol is synthesized in the endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER). When cells are depleted of sterols SREBP29SCAP complex migrates to Golgi 

where SREBP2 undergoes proteolytic cleavage.  The mature form of SREBP2 then translocates 

to the nucleus where it activates sterol response element (SRE) responsible for upregulating 

genes involved in cholesterol uptake and synthesis.  Cells also obtain cholesterol by receptor 

mediated endocytosis of low density lipoproteins (LDL), which are delivered to late endosomes 

(LE) or lysosomes (Ly) where the cholesteryl esters in LDL are hydrolyzed by lysosomal acid 

lipase (LAL). Free cholesterol is distributed among various organelles by a combination of 

vesicular and non9vesicular pathways. Excess cholesterol is esterified in the ER by acyl 

CoA:cholesterol acyl transferase (ACAT) and stored in lipid droplets. In NPC mutant cells free 

cholesterol is unable to egress from LE/Ly, resulting in accumulation, which forms lysosome 

like storage organelles (LSO).  

 

Figure 2: Heterogeneous distribution of cellular cholesterol and phosphatidylinositol phosphates. 

The cholesterol content of membranes varies among cellular organelles. Membrane cholesterol 

levels are displayed as a heat map with membranes enriched in cholesterol labeled red. 

Membrane compartments with relatively low cholesterol levels are labeled blue. The inset 

describes the transbilayer distribution of cholesterol at the plasma membrane (Lange et al. 1981; 

Mesmin and Maxfield 2009). Phosphoinositides serve as organelle identity molecules (Balla 

2013; Di Paolo and De Camilli 2006): PI3P (green), phosphatidylinositol939 phosphate; PI4P 
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(red), phosphatidylinositol949phosphate; PI5P (purple), phosphatidylinositol959phosphate; 

PI(3,5)P2 (lavender), phosphatidylinositol9(3,5)9bisphosphate; PI(3,4)P2 (gold), 

phosphatidylinositol9(3,4)9bisphosphate; PI(4,5)P2 (pink), phosphatidylinositol9(4,5)9

bisphosphate; and PI(3,4,5)P3 (blue), phosphatidylinositol9(3,4,5)9trisphosphate. 

 

Figure 3: Regions of STARD4 involved in membrane interaction and sterol transport. Surface 

representation of STARD4 colored according to the electrostatic potential (Iaea et al. 2015). The 

basic patch, C9terminal α9helix, Omega91 (Ω1) loop and sterol binding site are identified in the 

structures. Right, the structure is rotated 90° about the z9axis for a view of the sterol binding 

pocket of STARD4.  
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Figure 3: Regions of STARD4 involved in membrane interaction and sterol transport. Surface representation 
of STARD4 colored according to the electrostatic potential (Iaea et al. 2015). The basic patch, C(terminal α(

helix, Omega(1 (Ω1) loop and sterol binding site are identified in the structures. Right, the structure is 
rotated 90° about the z(axis for a view of the sterol binding pocket of STARD4.  
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